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Moore outlines budget plans 
Cutbacks, new programs ahead 
N.««.ph«i. by Many looi.. 
Pi *>ident Moot* 
By Harold Brows 
Asst. Managiag Editor 
The Establishment o( several 
committees to study new educational 
programs and budget matters related 
to the University was announced at a 
meeting of faculty and staff by- 
President r'ollis A Moore Jr 
yesterday 
To be studied are the feasibility of an 
optional three year baccalaureate 
degree program, the use of President's 
fund monies in the University- 
Foundation for support of significant 
teaching innovations, with special 
emphasis     on     freshmen,     and 
establishment of new schools or 
colleges of communications, health and 
environmental science, and technology 
Also announced was establishment of 
a Committee on Spending 
Authorizations, reorganization of the 
Budget Council, and a concerted drive 
by the Director of Admissions to 
attract junior college transfers 
"I AM ALSO asking that a 
committee, to be made up of assistant 
deans of the undergraduate colleges, 
explore alternative ways of improving 
on a University-wide basis the 
programs for first year students.'' Dr. 
Moore said 
Elections board to study 
student registration 
By Ann Hofbauer 
Staff Reporter 
The question ol allowing students to 
register to vote in the city where they 
attend school will be brought up Friday 
when the Boards of Elections of Ohio 
meet with Secretary of State Ted W 
Brown in Columbus 
1'owever. Fred Chambers, chairman 
ol the Wood County Board of Elections, 
said a decision on the question probably 
will not be reached Friday I'e said the 
question will probably not come up for 
vote until the February 9 meeting 
MEANWHILE,   the   local  board of 
elections is still refusing registration to 
University students who are not 
permanent residents of Bowling Green 
Joyce Kepke. member of the League 
of Women Voters, said she learned at a 
league meeting last week that boards 
from other counties in Ohio were 
registering students. 
She said she was told personnel for 
other boards were not to ask students 
questions that they didn't ask other 
people These questions would concern 
how long the students planned to 
remain in the particular county. 
"We used to ask students how long 
they intended to stay in Bowling 
Green." Ms. Kepke said.   "They had to 
Center to combat 
drug abuse in city 
The Committee on Drug Problems, 
lnc . a state non-profit charitable 
organization, will open a drop-in drug 
center around the end of January to 
combat drug abuse in Bowling Green 
The Committee on Drug Problems 
was lormed last summer by Rev 
Joseph Hefner, minister of Christian 
education at Trinity United Methodist 
Church after a session at Bowling 
Green high school attended by parents 
and other people interested in checking 
drug usage in the community 
With the establishment of the Crisis 
Phone the 24-hour referral service, the 
rising need tor some form of drug 
counseling service in the community 
became more evident 
ACCORDING TO Joseph Corral, a 
business promotion director for 
Columbia Gas ol Ohio lnc and 
chairman ol the drug problems 
committee the operation ol the drop-in 
center will be two-fold 
It will utilize the 24-hour telephone 
service and personal counseling for 
those desiring a less impersonal form 
of assistance 
Dr Marvin Kumler. the 
organization's secretary and associate 
professor of psychology, said the 
purpose of the program is to help 
anyone for whom the use of drugs or 
abuse of drugs has become a Droblem 
"WE REALIZE that a condemnation 
of all drug use is counterproductive to 
what we hope to achieve." Dr. Kumler 
said, "yet on the other hand, we cannot 
give the appearance of condoning 
flagrant violation of legal statutes on 
drug use." 
Dr. Kumler said the committee is 
accepting volunteers from high school 
age and older 
People who want to work at the 
center can call Trinity United 
Methodist Church at 352-4261 or 353- 
9031. 
The center will be located on Pike 
Street 
fill out forms that other people didn't 
have to fill out." 
IN THE past, students who tried to 
register and were turned down, then 
had to fill out appeals forms 
specifically designed for students, she 
said 
According to Ms Kepke. students 
who attempt to register at the board of 
elections here now are asked if they are 
in' Bowling Green for temporary 
purposes and if they intend to remain 
here for some time. 
The Portage County Board of 
Elections, which registers persons in 
the Kent State University area, said 
student registrations were being 
accepted if students had lived in the 
state six months prior to elections. 
The boards in Athens (Ohio 
University! and Oxford (Miami 
University I have also been accepting 
student registrations. 
However, a spokesman for the board 
in Columbus (Ohio State University) 
said students who live in dormitories 
are not eligible for registration. 
Apartment dwelling students who are 
residents of Ohio may register if they 
have been in their present residences 30 
days before elections 
The Lucas County Board of Elections 
iToledo University) is not accepting 
any student registrations unless the 
student was already a resident of Lucas 
County. 
Ms Kepke said if there is no change 
in the present system here, as last 
resort, a class action saying this group 
of people (students) are being deprived 
of their voting rights because of illegal 
voting requirements, can be brought to 
court. 
However, she said the League of 
Women Voters will try everything else 
to bring about student registration 
because the League "doesn't really 
want to go to court." 
He said he hoped one option would be 
a one-year School of InlroductOTJ 
Studies 
Dr. Moore said the three year 
baccalaureate program is already in 
use in Great Britain. Australia and 
New Zealand and is "a viable option for 
us." 
Besides cost factors. Dr Moore cited 
the increased academic content ol 
American high schools, students who 
rebel against the University oul ol 
boredom, and the inflated amount ol 
time required for tome Itudlei .is 
reasons for adopting a three-year 
program. 
"Universities will be well advised to 
look immediately and carefully al the 
pros and cons of such an 
arrangement." President Moore 
added 
THE COMMITTEE ol Spending 
Authorization will operate throughout 
the remainder of the liscal year in a 
manner similar to the Committee on 
Emergency Spending The latter 
existed during the six-month period the 
state was without an operating budget 
for the 1971-73 biennium 
The Budget Council reorganization 
will allow expanded membership for 
faculty and students. The Council's 
I unction will be to provide continued 
review, evaluation and sounding board 
functions in the budgeting process. Dr 
Moore said 
"By    improving   the   professional 
opportunities here on campu* we can 
expect to retain a larger percentage of 
our freshmen and sophomores who do 
not stay with us through the latter two 
years of the baccalaureate program. 
Dr. Moore said in proposing 
committees to study establishment of 
new schools or colleges 
Dr  Moore also announced several 
economy   measures   due   to   budget 
problems brought on when the state 
legislature appropriated $1 H million 
less than a temporary budget projected 
and approved by the Board ol Trustees 
in August 
WE   ARE   $1.8   million   below   the 
budget  we  projected  in August, but 
$1 75 million, or 5 9 per cent, above the 
budget for 1970-71." Dr Moore said 
Freezes and cutbacks announced 
were 
-A Ireeze on filling vacant faculty and 
staff positions 
-Reduction in the equipment budget 
to one-third of that proposed. 
■Cutbacks in maintenance and 
repairs 
-Fewer issues of the Green Sheet. 
-Reductions in cleaning faculty and 
staff offices 
Nu snow removal on weekends or 
during the evening hours 
■Reductions in services lor Union 
[acUltlas during periods of very low- 
student and faculty use. 
-Elimination of one issue of the 
Alumni Magazine. 
-Drastically reduced fertilization of 
grounds including the golf course. 
However. Dr. Moore said the 
situation here is much belter than that 
in many other places There are 
thousands of college faculty members 
around the country who would rather 
have our salary rates this year than 
theirs,   he said 
HE CITED THE problems and 
changes as being more abrupt in New- 
York. California and Illinois "In those 
states the suddenness and abruptness 
of state dollar input reduction have 
provoked pains of anguish and despair 
beyond the most pessimistic outlooks 
Hi Moore explained that the 
appropriation formula for state- 
supported universities in Ohio this year 
was changed from that of a head count 
to one based on student registrations in 
specific courses These figures are then 
combined with figures from all other 
state universities to determine what 
the Board of Regents will do on a state- 
wide basis 
If one University wished to devote a 
considerably larger portion of its 
budget to the freshmen and 
sophomores, one would find this 
increase in expenditure lost in the state 
approach." Dr Moore said 
He said another change this year is 
the total elimination of any slate 
subsidy for out-of-slate students. 
No. the bushes and grass are not turning white with age. The photographer 
#       .        _       used infrared film to create the eerie effe<t of the darkened sky over the light 
Of*    niQ llf. ground at 2 p.m. yesterday. 
Progress noted in students' bid for freedom 
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the second of a two- 
part series by The Associated Press entitled 
"The Campus Now." The series deals with 
sludent activism. 
By Terry Ryan 
Associated Press Writer 
The war in Southeast Asia continues to anger 
many college students something the war's foes 
cannot lorget but leel they can do nothing more 
about 
1 was in high school said Irene Kintracht. a 
Wisconsin student Nothing ever came of what 
we did I think it is kind of futile, but I still get 
angry " 
The dralt. handmaiden of the war in campus 
protests, also has faded into the background 
because of the lottery system and reduced draft 
calls 
The radical organizations thai remain on 
campus have turned to different tactics as they 
search for issues that would move the student 
masses to protest 
In October the Students for a Democratic 
Society at Harvard seized upon the publication 
by psychology Prof Richard J Herrnstein of an 
article supporting the view that intelligence is 
hereditary SDS contended it was "hardline 
racism" directed against blacks 
INSTEAD OF disrupting Herrnstein's class, 
which the SDS of a few years ago would have 
been likely to do. SDS this time engaged the 
chairman of the psychology department in a 
debate conducied under rules of parliamentary 
procedure 
We probably could have gotten 100 people to 
go in and disrupt his class." said SDS member 
Jeffery Mayersohn. but that would have turned 
a lot of people of f " 
Voter registration drives have succeeded on 
campuses where local issues and candidates 
have been emphasized and particularly in places 
where the student vote has already had an 
influence. 
Last spring. University of Texas students 
helped elect a 26-year-old Texas graduate to the 
Austin City Council. During the fall, some 12.500 
students from a campus population of 39.000 
registered 
IN BLOOMINGTON. IND., home of Indiana 
University,    students    voted    in    force    last 
November to help elect Francis X McCloskey. a 
recent graduate of the university's law school, 
as mayor. 
However, the 1972 presidential race has 
engendered little interest so far on most 
campuses 
Said Tom McKean. organizer of a vain voter 
registration rally at Harvard. "People are 
waiting for someone they can get hold of I do 
not know who there is that students will gel 
enthusiastic about ." 
With their lives outside the classroom now 
virtually their own. students are taking another 
look at what they feel are more important 
campus issues, like who runs the place. 
"The students have won a number of side 
issues." said Diamond of the Stanford student 
junta "The single overwhelming issue now is 
how much influence students will have in the 
governance of the university." 
SEVERAL ITEMS such as faculty hiring and 
retention, university policy on defense, related 
research, curriculum changes and university 
finances were goals of early agitation for 
student power. 
Many  campuses  now   have   student-faculty 
committees to deal with them, but many 
students feel this is not enough 
Uuietly and with little notice, students have 
moved significantly toward total freedom in 
running their lives outside the classroom Many 
students teel colleges made concessions in tnis 
area rather than risk confrontations during the 
heyday of student protest 
The days of coats and ties for class, dormitory 
hours and other signs of controlled living are 
things of the past on many campuses 
particularly those that tend to set trends latei 
adopted by smaller schools. 
The desire to lead their lives the way they wish 
has led students in increasing numbers to desert 
traditional dormitories for coed living 
arrangements and off-campus housing ranging 
from private apartments to communes 
COED DORMS were a daring innovation a few 
years ago Seventy per cent of residential 
campuses now have coeducational living 
arrangements. 
Freedom en campus includes the feeling of 
students at many schools that no one is going to 
bother them about smoking marijuana or using 
drugs   The statements of administrators tend to 
corroborate their views 
But toleration ol marijuana is not universal 
Four students at the University of Texas were 
arrested   in   dormitory   rooms  this  year   for 
possession of marijuana 
Texas, like Kent State and many other schools, 
is dealing with heroin for the first time this 
school year as the use of hard drugs filters 
through (he college ranks to schools where they 
were not a problem in the past 
At the same time, students say the use of hard 
drugs is down significantly at schools like 
Harvard and Berkeley where it was widespread 
in the past 
SITTING DOWN with a book has become an 
increasingly popular occupation on campus 
For example, the competition for spots in law 
and medical schools has increased tremendously 
as students flock to careers that offer a chance 
for a good income while preserving the social 
relevance they seek. 
"I have more than a little concern about what 
happens when these people working in the 
system or voting for the first time come away- 
feeling it did not work." said Ginsberg, dean ol 
students at Wisconsin 
I J/The tO N.w., Wednesday, January 12. 1972 
eDneRiaLS 
ohio guard 
Frank Ruvio. deputy director of the Ohio Civil Defense, said the 
role of the Ohio National Guard in natural disasters should cease 
to exist. 
Speaking in an interview after the annual conference of the 
Ohio Civil Defense Association. Huvio said state public- 
employees and personnel from county and local governments 
could be called out in these stale emergencies. 
Ruvio may have a point in that state employees may be able to 
do the job quicker, using less men at a cheaper cost. 
However if the Ohio Guard's duties in natural disasters are 
relieved, what will their function be'.' 
If Ruvio is suggesting the Guard's participation in floods, 
tornadoes and other major disasters are not in tune with their 
militaristic training, then perhaps the suggestion is intended to 
reinforce the fact that the Guard is trained to kill, not help in 
disasters 
The Ohio National Guard already proved its military training in 
May 1970 at Kent Slate University by killing four students and 
wounding eleven 
Ruvio. a former Ohio Guard, said he "got tired of being called 
out in the middle ol the night for a flood 
Doesn't anybody gel tired of killing'' 
still an issue 
I Is becoming fashionable these days for middle-of-the-roaders 
land loyal Republicansi to point to President Nixon's slow but 
steady moves to withdraw troops from Southeast Asia as absolute 
proof that the war is winding down. 
Even college campuses are becoming relatively quiet about the 
Vietnam war Those noisy moratoriums two years ago and last 
spring's May Day activities seems to be a thing of the past. 
Promises by Democratic Presidential candidates to end the 
war immediately if elected scarcely raise an eyebrow anymore- 
it's really such an old issue 
Unfortunately, the tragedy of Southeast Asia is not an "old'' 
issue at all It's si ill very much a part ol the present 
We re si ill pumping billions of dollars into a war effort aimed at 
supporting a corrupt South Vietnamese government. 
The economic system of that country would collapse in an 
instant if we ever cut off our financial aid. 
And. although ground troops aren't really in the thick of things 
anymore, that atrocious week of heavy bombing raids last month 
proves all too well that we're still willing to provide manpower to 
sustain the war whenever necessary. 
It's sad that by merely glancing at the weekly account of 
American casualties and noting that the number has dropped 
drastically in recent months, people decide that the pain and 
suffering of the Southeast Asian war is over 
Peace-do you really think it's coming now'.' 
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news   LeTTers 
pershing rifle pledge tasks 
On   Tuesday.    Jan.    11.    Mark    W. 
Loudenslagel wrote a letter to the editor, 
allegedly commenting on the Jan. 6 
editorial. "Pledge Duty". 
Unfortunately, only the first 
of this letter bears any relevancy to the 
editorial Following this, he lapses into a 
barrage of flag-waving verbage. 
equating the editorial with an attack on 
the United States and the military 
system. I will not dispute further Mr. 
Loudenslagel s argument, it is not 
necessary in making my point 
so they say 
Ohio Governor John J   Gilligan on Ihe 
prison system in the stale 
"At a cost to Ohio's taxpayers 
exceeding $38 million, the Hate 
government has constructed a correction 
iaitltutlon that manages to violate every 
principle of modern penology." 
If all Mr Loudenslagel said is true, 
which 1 will temporarily grant him for 
the sake of argument, then the editorial 
becomes all the more relevani 
A CAREFUL READING of the 
editorial will reveal that it did not attack 
ROTC. per se. but instead questioned the 
idiotic tasks required ol Pershing Rifles 
pledges. 
At a time when so many people hold 
opinions contrary to that of Mr. 
Loudenslagel. a lime when the public 
image of the military is so very low. such 
degradation of the ROTC cadets in the 
public eye is more oflensive than any 
editorial 
If students see Pershing Rifles pledges 
performing such insane tasks, how can 
they be expected to have a favorable 
impression of the military system of 
which ROTC is a part' ROTC cadets are 
not always looked at in a favorable light 
on this campus, and. as such, should be 
aware that their actions are the most 
obvious form of public relations that Ihe 
military has at BGSU 
True. ROTC is a voluntary 
organization, as is Pershing Rifles, but 
so are fraternities and sororities The 
Greeks on this campus realized long ago 
that pledge tasks such as those of 
Pershing Rifles pledges were personally 
degrading to the pledge and had an 
adverse affect on the fraternity or 
sorority's image on campus 
Powever. students still pledged 
regardless of the required tasks Such is 
the case with Pershing Rifles The 
argument that ROTC is nol compulsory 
is not sufficient defense to the argument 
that such activities degrade both the 
ROTC program and the pledge 
I WOULD SUGGEST THAT Mr 
Loudenslagel. if he is sincere in his 
beliefs, redirect his efforts to the ROTC 
and Pershing Rifles programs to lind out 
what overt actions of ROTC cadets cause 
people on campus to hold opinions other 
than his 
5F 
This issue, interestingly enough, has 
room for the support of both proponents 
and opponents of the military 
system.Opponents should object to the 
Pershing Rifles pledging activities 
because they are evidence of the 
presence of military organizations on 
BG's campus Proponents should object 
because they convey an undesirable 
image of the military system thev 
support 
In closing 1 would say to Mark W 
Loudenslagel. There is no offense in 
reading BETWEEN the lines of an 
editorial Powever. before you write 
your next letter why not read what's ON 
the lines, too'' 
David Courier 
202 Pi Kappa Alpha 
questions editorials 
It is apparent to me that The News 
nUISl be run by a group of "small" 
people who build themselves up by 
tearing others down. 
Very few. if any. of the editorials 
published this year have been favorable 
toward existing organizations or social 
structures Most are critical and 
advocate destruction or complete 
change It seems only ecology, peace and 
love are Ihe only topics which get any 
favorable views 
Regarding the criticism of the 
Pershing Rifle pledges, it has not been 
five years since nearly all fraternities 
subjected their pledges to even worse 
tasks A pledge knows when he enters 
that he will be facing such 
unplcasanlries. 
AS FAR AS THE place of ROTC is 
concerned, it is my opinion that even 
though nol even a majority ol students 
feel il belongs here, it has as much 
support as many other groups such as the 
BSU. ZPG, the new women's library and 
Ihe Crystal City News, yet they have 
there place here too. 
A college should offer these interest 
programs not because all are interested, 
but so that those that are. may have the 
opportunity to further develop 
themselves. 
Very few ROTC grads are sent to Viet 
ii.nn and few of these "kill babies and 
the innocent townspeople". 
More people were killed on the 
highways by drunks this year than the 
number of our men killed by the Viet 
Cong yet I have not seen one editorial or 
article that has offered any work toward 
solving thai problem. 
There are more people on drugs than 
there are men in the armed forces but 
The News has no effort out to stop them I 
think you ought to review yourselves and 
Icsl the relevancy and validity of your 
goals iil there are any i 
In regard to the dropped grade copies, 
this represents a very petty mistake 
which The News blew way out of 
proportion 
THESE COPIES are disposed of at 
least three limes a year Thai s 45.000 ol 
them Twenty-five constitutes only 055 
per cent More than 15 of these could be 
seen in the picture so I find the 
statement completely erroneous that 
they were'strewn throughout campus 
When an editorial is not the opinion of 
the entire editorial stafl. it should be 
signed and entered in the opinion section 
(as a matter of correct journalism). If 
the entire editorial staff feels this way 
about such subjects, then I would suggest 
that the staff look first at themselves to 
determine if they can produce only 055 
per cent error in their own lives before 
they make a hobby out of criticizing 
others 
opinion 
John Pitman 
711 3rd si. 
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modern revolutionaries 
\ SECRKy 
^SS^SffUBS&f 
By Edwin W. Trimmer 
Ed. Note: Edwin W. Trimmer is editor of "The New 
Revolutionary" published In Falls Church .Virginia. This is 
part one of a two part series on Ihe new revolutionaries in 
the United States. 
If all the real revolutionaries in America today were to 
make up the population ol Washington D.C . il would be a 
ghost town 
You could hardly hear the echo of a footstep. 
Real ones are a rare breed and about the only ones you 
could find in D.C would be those in the form of statues- 
those who made history in early America 
Meanwhile, false revolutionaries can be lound anywhere 
and always in pursuit of some kind of sell-indulgent 
"cause"' like overthrowing a sick society or System or 
whatever else is handy to overthrow 
This, in itself, is nol a wrong idea except that those kind 
of revolutionaries are jusl as sick as the society the> would 
overthrow 
They arc the sickness coining to a head, as it were 
Also, they always claim to be championing Ihe cause ol 
freedom when freedom, above all. is freedom from the 
sickness. 
THE SICKNESS TODAY is mostly in the form ol a slave 
or conditioned mentality which would end all freedom since 
it only believes il is free to Ihe extent that n can enslave 
others This kind of mind believes that power is the way to 
freedom and exploitation the wa> to power 
This is why the problems ol society are so difficult to 
solve today because those seeking power or those in power 
are not trying to solve the problems but are only exploiting 
them as a way ol gaining power or increasing Ihe power 
they already have This, in Cart, is the established wav 
Moreover, it would do no good to overthrow the 
Establishment because we would jusl end up with another 
Establishment Certainly a tree people has to deal with 
sick establishments bul nol on the tatter's own terms 
which are sick terms 
All this implies, of course, that it power is to bring an end 
to freedom, then freedom must bring an end to power 
This is why we need new revolutionaries todav-the kind 
that would be as real as the former ones and in no wav 
resemble the current crop of revolutionaries 
First ol all. they would know something about freedom 
which, today, is only a calch-word of the power seekers 
This means thai the new revolutionary would nol be a 
person seeking freedom bin one Irving to exercise the 
freedom he already has This posits to the fact thai 
freedom is an inborn quality and is not something for 
society to give or takeaway 
Therefore, men can make society free bul society cannot 
make them free This was the way it was with the early 
American revolutionaries who were free men and nol 
slaves seeking freedom The slave mentality could never 
have written The Declaration ol Independence or The Bill 
of Rights 
BESIDES. THE goal of the slave is nol to be tree bul la 
be master He somehow thinks he shall become free by 
becoming master only lo find out that the master is the 
biggesl slave of all Today, he is Ihe chiel slave of Ihe 
System and the main instrument for keeping it in power 
which includes keeping other men in servitude 
Also, it makes no diflerence today as to the nature of the 
System whether it is capitalist or communist since ihe 
bondage lies in giving Ihe System the power to rule 
After all. capitalism and communism are only economic 
systems that are supposed lo serve man bul everywhere 
you find men serving the ends of capitalism or 
communism Also, when politics are used lo serve and 
protect Ihe economic system, the rule of the system is 
complete 
In America, the ironv of this rule Is that the richest nation 
on earth is also the sickest And it is gelling sicker all Ihe 
time 
We now have an economy thai can only thrive by over- 
production and an ecology that cannot sland over- 
production So. the System which first stole our freedom 
now wants our lives No doubl. a sick society will cough 
Ihem up. one way or the other 
Also, once a society is sick, freedom is sought in lei ins ol 
ihe sickness   With most Of us this means of course, the 
drive to exploit and in the name ol freedom, or fulfillment. 
or even salvation But this drive is nol born of freedom bul • 
ol an alienation from freedom and the more we succeed, 
ihe greater the alienation  In fail, thai is where American■ 
Ireedom went astray, when we began to interpret freedom 
as the freedom lo exploit Of course, this is done not only in 
Ihe economic area but in the political area or in any area, 
where people can make use ol other people 
This is an old story and Ihe only Hung new is Ihe extent lo 
which il is being done Doubtless. Ihe influence of the 
media 
FOR INSTANCE, everyday we can see new groups and 
organizations forming with each claiming lo have 
answers" for social problems such as war. poverty, 
racism, crime, when they are mostly exploiting the 
problem to serve their own ends Also, it makes no 
difference whether the organizations are within Ihe power 
structure or outside of il 
The Vietnam War is a case in point Those inside used ihe 
problem one way and those outside, another way. 
Consequently. Ihe problem of Vietnam has been so 
exploited by warmongers and pearemongers that neither 
one can even see what Ihe problem is. Also, they don't want 
to see because that would mean solving ihe problem on its 
terms, and not their terms 
Obviously, as long as the sick or slave mentality abounds 
in both prisons and society, the conditions will never be 
good enough 
Th* M N.wi, W.dneuJay. January 17, 1972 fo». 3 
Restaurant service 'in' 
New dining plan begins 
Day Dusk...and   the   tun   leaves   behind   a   trail  of 
- . scotlared  light  to   mingle   with   the  clouds  only 
IS    OOUG before     darkness     blankets     the    campus.    The 
University  water  tower 
contrast against a winter 
Hi ■■e<KI»»y Mercy Imam 
and  academic  buildings 
evening's sky. 
ZPG hears birth control talk 
By M»r> Wey 
Dr K F I'ouseholder. 
local obstetrician and 
gynecologist spoke al the 
Zero Population Growth 
meeting Monday night in the 
I'nion on methods ol birth 
control and their side 
effects 
Dr I'ouseholder said birth 
control    methods    can    be 
divided into two categories 
permanent     and     non- 
permanent 
The only I or in ol 
permanent birth control, he 
said    is   sterilization      IV 
said, however. that 
sterilization is usually 
performed only in cases 
where a couple has been 
married tor at least two 
years or has two children 
Once the operation is over 
there is no   backing down." 
Dr I'ouseholder said 
Side effects of sterilization 
are usually psychological, 
not physical, therefore it is 
mandatory    that   a   patient 
CCN due late Friday 
The lirst issue of the Crystal City New s tor this quarter 
will not be available until late Friday afternoon, 
according to staff member Calvin Stewart 
Stewart said notice will be posted on Williams I'all 
when the papers reach University I'all for distribution 
Debaters compile wins 
Four I'niversitv debate 
teams compiled a total 
record of 22 wins and eight 
losses in two separate 
tournaments Jan 7 and 8. 
A second-place finish by 
the team ol Dave I'arnson 
and Jim Waaland both 
freshmen in Arts and 
Sciences highlighted the 
weekend s accomplishments 
in the junior varsity division 
at the Illinois State 
I'niversitv tournament 
Charles Slanv. sophomore 
'Ed ' and Gary (Jden 
sophomore <BA i, also 
competing in the junior 
varsity division at Illinois 
compiled a 51 preliminary- 
round record and qualified 
lor quarterlinals with 
I'arnson and Waaland 
Their win assured ltd ol 
two of the top eight positions 
in the38-team tournament 
ENROUTE TO THEIR 
runner-up finish. I'arrison 
and Waaland copped a 6-0 
preliminary record, 
defeated the I'niversitv ol 
Iowa  in quarterlinals and 
• -riir.>: Missouri State in 
semi-finals before losing to 
Northwestern in the 
championship debate 
In the varsity division at 
Illinois. Earl Britt. 
sophomore I Ed 1. and Kathy 
Chiappon sophomore 
i A&S i compiled a 4-2 record 
to qualify them for quarter- 
linal competition 
Dennis Wilson, junior 
i Ed i. and Gary Eckles. 
junior IA&SI. represented 
the University in the Kansas 
State-Pittsburgh tournament 
where they also finished 
preliminaries with a 51 
record before being defeated 
inocta-finals 
All of the teams were 
debating the 1971 72 
intercollegiate debate 
resolution "That greater 
controls should be placed on 
the gathering and utilization 
of information about U.S. 
citizens by government 
agencies." 
Bowling Green s next 
competition will begin Jan 
21 when they compete m 
tournaments at Oberlin and 
Ohio I'niversitv 
know it means no more 
children, he said 
Non-permanent forms of 
birth control include the pill. 
Il'D. diaphragm, foams, 
jellies, condoms and 
rhythm, according to Dr. 
I'ouseholder 
I'e said, however, ol the 
non-permanent types, only 
the first three are 
"acceptable means of birth 
control." 
According       to      Dr 
Householder, the pill is the 
best thing on the market 
today with blood clotting as 
its only serious side effect. 
"Cancer is not a problem for 
those taking the pill," he 
said 
According to Dr 
I'ouseholder. the IUD. 
though effective, is often 
"risky, insertion is difficult, 
and incidences ol bleeding 
are high" plus 10 per cent of 
the women who try them can 
not wear them comfortably, 
ll'D's often cause serious 
pelvic infections, he said 
The only side effects of 
loams and jellies, are 
usually limited to allergic 
reactions except they are 
"messy" and must be 
inserted before every act of 
intercourse, he said 
According     to      I) i 
I'ouseholder, abortion is not 
.i form ot birth control but is 
only for those who tried 
methods of birth control but 
"goofed." 
When discussing the 
effectiveness of rhythm, he 
said, in my profession 
there's a joke people who 
depend    upon    rhythm   are 
called parents." 
By Scott Screens 
suit Reporter 
Food Services has 
initiated a restaurant-style 
dinner in McDonald Towers 
cafeteria. 
The program includes 
serving by waitresses, a 
salad bar and the 
elimination of mass- 
produced food, in an attempt 
to give students more 
flexibility with food coupons 
The meal, including the 
main course, potato or 
vegetable, beverage and 
dessert costs 80 cents more 
than the same meal in the 
main dining hall. 
Fred Eck. assistant 
manager of McDonald 
cafeterias, said the new 
system operates with the 
student ordering his meal in 
the dining hall and then 
going to a smaller dining 
hall There he can prepare 
his own salad at a salad bar. 
Eck said students can go 
to the salad bar as many 
times as they wish with no 
extra charge. Coffee is tree 
THE STUDENT is seated 
al one of 24 four-man tables 
and waits 15-20 minutes for 
his meal, which is brought 
by a waitress. 
The extra charge for the 
meal pays for waitresses 
and the salad bar. Eck said. 
wilh food services incurring 
no extra profit 
The new dining hall is open 
Monday thru Friday from 
4 30-« 30, a hall-hour more 
than the main dining hall. 
Eck said this is so student 
teachers working in Toledo 
won't have to rush home to 
obtain the new service 
The program began 
Tuesday night with about 60 
students using the new 
service 
All the comments I 
received were favorable." 
Eck said "Students are 
already asking that it be 
opened on weekends " 
Radar defenses 
lacking in south 
University to host 
radio broadcasters 
WASHINGTON i,\P 
Calling U.S. air defenses 
virtually useless, a KOUM 
subcommittee said 
yesterday an enemy attack 
could come through a 1.500- 
mile gap between Florida 
and California without 
advance warning 
It released testimony by 
the air-defense system s 
commanding general that 
there is no anti-bomber 
radar around the nation s 
entire perimeter that 
cannot be either underflown 
or flown around 
But the Pentagon called 
the possibility of an enemy- 
attack from the south 
extremely remote and said 
there is no way the Soviets 
could launch a bomber 
attack without the United 
States knowing about it 
Pentagon spokesman 
Jerry W Friedheim 
acknowledged.      however. 
that some U S border 
sections are not under 24- 
hour radar protection-citing 
a lapse between phasedown 
ol the present air-delense 
system and development of a 
new one 
Present air defenses were 
assailed by the I'ouse Armed 
Services investigating 
subcommittee in a report on 
the Cuban airliner that 
landed at New Orleans 
International Airport last 
ii, i 26 with 21 Cubans 
bound lor a sugar 
conference 
The Russian-built Cuban 
plane lumbered into the I S 
delense zone at 250 miles .in 
houi without being spotted 
by the I' S delense system 
until the pilot radioed lor 
landing instructions the 
report said, even though 
Havana had filed a flight 
plan into Miami nearly lour 
hours earlier 
Representatives from ten 
Ohio educational radio 
stations will meet at the 
University Jan. 17 to 18 to 
consider establishment of a 
stale educational radio 
organization, and to begin 
drawing up a code of 
regulations as a non-profit 
corporation 
Dr. Duane Tucker, 
University director of 
broadcasting, said the 
feasibility of developing an 
interconnected radio 
network, which would allow 
stations to share 
programming, will also be 
discussed. 
The meeting, to be held in 
the Taft Room. Union, is 
under     Educational     TV 
Network Commission. The 
network commission, 
created by the Ohio state 
legislature, also has 
responsibility for 
educational radio. 
Dr. Tucker and Terry 
Gottschalk, general 
manager of WBGU-FM are 
in charge of conference 
arrangements.  
Alpha Sigma Phi 
OPEN HOUSE 
TONIGHT 8-10 P.M. 
ALL INTERESTED MEN 
ARE CORDIALLY INVITED 
Attention All Students 
Interested in Nursing Program 
Informal Meeting with Nursing Faculty 
Jan. 17,1972        4-5 p.m. or 6:30-8 p.m. 
Wayne Room, Univ. Union 
A brief lecture by Dr. Ruth Kelly, Dean of 
Nursing, Medical College of Ohio at Toledo, 
and   Chairman,   Dept.   of  Nursing,   BGSU, 
will be followed by individual advising by 
nursing advisors. 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
RUSH SMOKER 
TONIGHT 
7:30 p.m. 
Alpenhorn Specials 
11 am     11 pm Mon    Sat 1 
! i Spaghetti - V? Lasagna - with Meat Sauce 
incl  Itolian Salad. Breod & Butter 
ONLY $1.50 
Sandwiches: 
• Meatball    • Slacked Ham 
• Slacked Corned Beef 
• Italian Salami 
• Stacked Roast Beef 
ony one of the above C 1     HH 
on a bun or Italian bread, only *P  * m\J\J 
JJrttt's 
Alpenhorn Room 
Downtown Bowling Green 
ATTENTION 
SEVERAL NEW 
SHIPMENTS OF 
JEANS 
FOR GUYS AND GALS 
*••••••••••••••••*> 
* CHECK OUT OUR TABLE* 
* OF Vi PRICE JEANS    * 
**••••• •••••••• +* 
THE DEN 
Waves 
QQQCD© 
BDHOCDflW 
by   john  roberls 
Wed. Jan 12 
one-ol-a-kind  rings  for   one-ol-a-kmd   people. 
John Roberls Representative 
Present Jan  12 S 13 
Dale    ,h">u«lF" J»" '«       __T,me        1000   4 0.0 
Place Forum - University Bookstore 
REGISTER TO WIN A 
FREE WATERBED 
fmf 4/Ttw »0 N.wi, WaAindoy. ionuonr H, 1»7» 
"(TO** 7/iri tostop,**«..«-?. WHAT DID YOU PAY FOR LETTUCE LAST WEEK? 
Great Scot 
FRIENDLY FOOD STORES 
M'. \\ 
WILLIE FRESH 
[SAUERKRAUT] 
2 LB. 
BAG 
SMOKED 
PICNICS I no 
BW.1 
»
:
'ir 
DINNER  BELL 
SMOKED 
SAUSAGE 
USDA CHOOSY CHOICE 
BONELESS 
BONELESS 
FLECHTNER 
KNOCKERS 
>t 
i: .••>■' ■■■•■ ■■« 
CALIFORNIA 150 SIZE 
TANGERINES 
OR 
125 SIZE 
TANGELOS   a. 
YOUNG HEN 
TURKEYS LB 
COUNTRY STYLE .g* 
TURKEY QUARTERS, B49C 
FAMILY SIZE COMBO Mtffc 
TRYING CHICKEN™"59C 
OSCAR MAYER PURE 
WIENERS.BEEF LB 
BONELESS 
PATIO STEAKS......» 
39*¥&< 
"Choosy" 
USDA 
CHOICE 
Nfe'jjl 
0 e55? Stt^, 
***** 
«l 
U-**?. iwsc«2s 
(fftK* 
SB 
«V4 
01. 
w &sm 
01 10C 
rtmwNPJil 
CMtt»i 
«iit 
BUSH   •'— vftC 
tttv i» 
MCOHOL 
POT WO 
lEM 
FROZEN »..oi 
iff SOOF 
EN1' 
PLA»N°B 
HUNTS 
GRADE "A' DIAMOND 
*^ HOMOGENIZED   %   V*i«|%< 
PENNINGTON   Ail IJT 
SANDWICH     QQc/lH^Nni   LIV 
BREAD       JJ   DISCOUNT    (Mr 
GREAT SCOT MEDIUM 
>«& 
fHRIFTYN 
[DISCOUNT D...»oz.Uil (DI ) nW*r
PRCEs;DOHUfs 5irPR,CEs7 H,i9 
»* 
%" 
DOZ. 
PRICES GOOD THRU JAN. 17. 1*71 
WE RESERVE QUANTITY RIGHTS 
THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREAT SCOT! GreatScot FRIENDLY FOOD STORES 
Campus building 
to meet deadline 
Tha M Nawa, HMMWhft January IJ, mi/Paga 5 
Heads 
Mmlftm ay Staart CrmMiii 
Construction of the now Industrial 
Education and Technology Bldg, is 
tchodulod to be completed September 
this year. 
Construction of both the 
Business Administration 
Bldg and the Industrial 
Education and Technology 
Bldg is expected to be 
completed by the 
September. 1972, deadline 
"We have been extremely 
lucky so far in 
construction, said Richard 
F. Brown. University 
architect. 
Brown said the only thing 
that could slow down 
construction would be poor 
weather, which would affect 
the Industrial Education 
Bldg the most since its roof 
is not completed yet 
r'e said there have been 
very few construction 
problems, and none of these 
were of major importance 
The only changes in building 
plans have been made for 
expediency in 
construction,   he said 
Neither building will cost 
more than originally 
estimated 'They don't 
dare, because these are 
state  funds and   thev   (the 
state legislature) can't 
appropriate more." Brown 
said 
The $2.2 million Business 
Administration Bldg. is 
located east of the Men's 
Gym. It will house all the 
departmental offices in the 
College of Business 
Administration with the 
exception of the School of 
Journalism and ROTC. 
The four-floor building will 
include classrooms on the 
first floor, offices on the 
second and third floors and 
heating, cooling and 
electrical units on the fourth 
floor. 
The $2 million Industrial 
Education Bldg is located 
north of the Psychology 
Bldg 
It will replace the current 
industrial education 
facilities housed in the old 
airport building on East Poe 
Road 
The new building will 
include classrooms, a 
portion of the departmental 
offices and laboratory 
areas 
Going up 
NewsarKto ay Marcy Uniar 
John Borer, of tha Trko Glass Company in Fottoria, puts some of the final 
touches on the Business Administration Bldg. expected to be completed by 
September, 1972. 
HPE women set forum 
Senior gift plan ok'd 
The Senior Challenge 01(1 
Committee has approved its 
basic gift plan lor the elan 
of 1971. and will meei tonight 
lo review the program and 
lurther develop approved 
allocation areas 
According to (i 111 
,'ommittee chairman Bill 
Achbach. The piogram we 
approve al our Jan 6 
meeting is a three-part 
program   designed to draw 
money into treat ol need 
now and areas which will be 
in need years from now 
The lirsl point ol the gilt 
plan calls lor 2.i per cent ol 
senior lunds collected by 
Dei ember :ll   1971  lo be used 
foi .i Student Loan lumi 
The plan also asks for an 
attempt to attain a matching 
Foundation fund and for 
these lunds to be 
incorporated with existing 
loan programs 
ACHBACH SAID that 
students have never tried to 
acquire a private Foundation 
lund before, and that it 
remains lo be seen whether 
the Committee could work 
this out 
I'e said there are 
possibilities in the area, 
however 
The second point calls for 
the allocation of another 25 
per  cent  of  the funds  for 
programs and projects of 
need " 
North Vietnam hits 
Laotian positions 
SAIGON IAPI- North 
Vietnam's winter offensive 
drove Laotian troops from 
the strategic Bolovens 
Plateau in southern Laos 
yesterday and tightened a 
grip around an army base in 
the northern sector 
At the same time. 
Cambodian lories 
abandoned Krek in eastern 
Cambodia 10 miles Irom the 
South Vietnamese border 
before the advance of 
elements ol three North 
Vietnamese div isions 
Despite a IS aerial 
pounding ol the I'ot'hi Mini 
trail to halt supplies and 
reinforcements, there was 
no sign ol abatements in 
what L' S sources call the 
enemy's most intensive 
ground offensive ever 
launched in Laos 
The North Vietnamese 
have been beefing up thier 
antiaircraft defenses along 
the trail and two surface to 
air. or SAM. missiles were 
hred Monday at a U.S. 
attacking plane in southern 
Laos It was the first time in 
nine months that a SAM was 
hred Irom positions that far 
south 
At the meeting tonight 
we will be trying to 
determine the areas which 
most likely will be in need ol 
funds by 1977." said 
Achbach We will be 
developing definite ideas 
along this line.'' 
The adopted gift plan 
suggests efforts to award 
grants for "departmental 
assistance. scholarship 
needs, loan projects or donor 
designation requests.'' in 
1977 
THE LAST point of the gift 
proposal calls for the 
reinvestment of the 
remaining 50 per cent of the 
collected funds until 
Pomecoming of 1992 
At that time, according to 
Achbach. the class 
committee members will 
reunite to determine which 
areas within the University 
could best use the funds 
The proposal says that a 
major gift of 1100.000 will 
hopefully be available at 
that time 
Achbach     added     that 
planning the organization of 
the team'' effort in 
collecting senior gift funds 
will also be a major topic in 
tonight's 7 p.m. meeting at 
the Alumni I'ouse. 
Pe said the purpose of the 
team" concept is to contact 
as many seniors as possible 
personally, rather than 
through other 
communication forms 
A "Professional Day tor 
women in the field ol health 
and physical education will 
be held Thursday Jan 13. in 
the forum of the Student 
Sen ices Bldg 
Dr. I.eona I'olbrook. 
professor ol physical 
education at Ilrigham Young 
University, will speak on 
"American Women in the 
"World ol Sports   at 10 am 
I)r I'olbrook has served 
as president of the Utah 
State Association ol IValth 
and Physical Education, 
and president of the 
National     Association    ol 
Education 
At     1     p m 
discussion    on 
a    panel 
Adapter 
Ohio State Auditor 
to speak downtown 
Joseph T Ferguson. Ohio 
Auditor of State, will speak 
in Bowling Green at 8 p.m. 
Friday at the Bowling Green 
VFW Hall. 328 S. Main St 
Ferguson, who supports 
the presidential candidacy of 
Hubert Humphrey, will 
speak at a victory 
celebration honoring 
recently elected Democratic 
Bowling Green officials 
The election of five 
Democrats   last   November 
marks the first time in the 
history of the city there has 
been a Democratic majority 
on City Council. 
Tickets are $5. and can be 
obtained from Albert 
Newlove. 328 S Main St., or 
from neighborhood 
Democratic committeemen 
Proceeds from the affair 
will be used lo pay debts 
from last fall's Democratic 
campaign 
TO CHEER SOMEONE 
SEND FLOWERS TODAY! 
FROM 
THE FLOWERHOUSE 
PHONE 
353-1045 
428 E. W00STER 
ALPHA TAU OMEGAS 
LITTLE SIS'S PRESENT HOT PANTS 
NITE FOR ALL INTERESTED RUSHEES.    • 
COME OVER AND CATCH AN EYEFUL 
7:30 T0NITE AT THE ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
Alpha Sigma Phi 
OPEN HOUSE 
TONIGHT 8-10 P.M. 
ALL INTERESTED MEN 
ARE CORDIALLY INVITED 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSIL0N 
OPEN HOUSE 
WED., JAN. 12 
7-9 
BEER WILL BE SERVED 
Something Different 
11 am - lip 
(CocklOill   III 1) 
Fri. and Sot 
11 a.m.« 17 p.m. 
CotkloiU 1,12.30) 
Sun. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Open House 
Phi Delta Theta 
Make some friends and find out what 
the Greek system has to offer 
"One Man is No Man" 
Wed., Jan. 12 7 p.m. 8:30 p.m. 
Physical Kducation' will be 
held in the Dogwood Suite. 
Union, and moderated by 
I) r Annie Clement 
chairman of the women's 
physical education 
department The panel will 
also include Unlversit) 
faculty members Ms 
Dolores Black, Dr Agness 
I'oolcy and Dr. Laura Kratz 
Kullowing the panel 
discussion.     Dr      Nancy 
Bat cm an assistant 
professor of health and 
physical education, will 
spe.ik on Introduction lo 
Research and Motor 
Learning at 3 p ni in the 
South Gym Of the Women's 
Bldg 
An nit,ii m.il discussion led 
by Dr. I'olbrook will 
conclude the day's events at 
7 p m in the Ice Arena 
Lounge.        Topic    of    the 
discussion is Personal and 
Professional Power Plan. 
Produce Protect. Promote ' 
Professional Day"' is 
being sponsored by the PKM 
club student organization 
lor women majoring or 
nun,,nng in heallh and 
physical education, and 
Delta Psi Kappa. 
professional women's 
physical education society at 
the University. 
ATTEND FREE 
LESSON 
You'll Increase Your 
Reading Speed On The Spot! 
For The 1st Time Ever... 
: 
World Famous Evelyn Wood 
Reading Dynamics offers you 
a free glimpse of what it's like 
to be able to read and study 
much faster . 
You'll actually be taught how 
to read and study fasterduring 
the exciting Speed- Reading 
Lesson. 
We want you to decide for your- 
self the value of becoming a 
Speed-Reader, Evelyn Wood 
style. 
You M see why President"; 
Kennedy and Nixon invited 
Evelyn Wood to the White 
House to tench their ndv.is 
ors and the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff how to read faster 
You'll hear what the faculty 
members of one of America's 
foremost colleges says about 
Evelyn Wood, and watch them 
read-fast! 
You'll find this Special Free of 
fer of increased reading speed 
to be an exciting and unusual 
experience. 
For the first time we are offering 
a Special Speed-Reading Les- 
son to provide you with a 
glimpse of what it's like to be 
able to read and study almost 
as fast as you can turn pages 
and    you'll    actually 
participate in the techniques 
that will improve your reading 
and study speed on the spot! 
Free MINI Lessons! 
Today and Tomorrow 
4:00 & 8:00 P.M. 
Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge 
East Wooster and 1-75       ALSO AT 4 00 & 8 00 P M 
FRANKLIN PARK MALL 
COMMUNITY ROOM 
MONROE ST. ENTRANCE 
Telephone: 473-3135 
4427 Talmadge Rd., Suite Ml 
Toledo, Ohio 43623 
St*t**1U*d READING  DYNAMICS 
Pat* 4/Th. K> M«w., W^o«doy. Jomrwy Ml Mfl 
Volunteers take on Scout pack 
By Jim Carey 
Roger w»s not getting 
enough attention "We can't 
get anything done without 
my cooperation.'' he 
screamed. And remember 
I am the teacher ." 
The rest of the boys in the 
den were used to Roger's 
frequent outbursts and 
continued to make the secret 
Indian codes which the rest 
of the boys in the troop 
would try to deafer 
Across   the   hall.   Bobby 
(Big Buck) and Tracy 
(Choppy Water) were gluing 
strips of old BG Newses to a 
paper bag. the first of many 
steps that would transform 
the bag into an Indian mask. 
THE       REMAINING 
1972 Earth Week planned; 
observance to begin April 17 
Twenty Govenors have 
already announced they will 
proclaim Earth Week this 
vear. according to Senator 
Gaylord     Nelson The 
Wisconsin Democrat, who 
made the announcement 
yesterday, said he is 
optimistic that Earth Week 
this year will be as widely 
proclaimed as it was in 1971 
Earth Week. 1971. was 
proclaimed by the 
President. 40 governors, 
many mayors and was 
widely supported in both 
houses of Congress This 
year Earth Week will be 
Aonl 17-23 
Senator Nelson proposed 
and  organized  the  national 
Congratulations! 
New Phi Delta Theta Officers 
President   Ed Auighi 
Vice President   Lany Can 
Recording Secietaiy   Bob Bland 
Rush Chairman    Bruno Del Vecchro 
Steward   Sieve Kiel; 
Pledgemaslei   Tom Bull 
Social Chairman   Bill Miller 
Long Range   Phil Zaks 
House Manager    Norm Dykes 
Warden   Dan Placek 
Alumni Secietary   Eric Seldin 
Members at Laige   Norm Dykes   Rick Hoovei 
Public Relations   Rich Mayes 
Historian   Bill Pulei 
Corresponding Secietary   Mike Wilcos 
Hospitality    Tom Carr 
Alhletrc Chairman   Chuck Gross 
Scholarship Chairman   Bill Ward Chaplain   Jell Eveietl 
libianan   Mike Wood Chorister   Verne Zabek 
In Order To Expand Its 
Educational and Production 
Programs 
THE PHILIP MORTON 
SHOP 
Has 
MOVED 
To 
THE WORKING 
HAND CRAFT 
CENTER 
515 Conneaut 
PLENTY OF PARKING SPACE 
NO METERS 
Ftom West Woostet lutn tight on Meeket Avenue 
Then tight on Motion Avenue lo Parking behind 
THE WORKING HAND 
CRAFTCENTER 
THE WORKING HAND CRAFT CENTER 
WILL SOON OPEN EVENING COURSES 
FOR THE COMMUNITY AND FOR UNI- 
VERSITY STUDENTS. 
If you are interested in any of these 
courses, please indicate your interest 
and mail in the coupon: 
'SDfifc"it2-iQn2n£L'Suii2ii5£ii 
THE WORKING HAND 
CRAFT CENTER 
515 CONNEAUT AVE. 
BOWLING GREEN. OH. 43402 
/ AM INI I HI SI (U IN 1AKING 
 Oil loom Weaving  Beginning Watei Coloi 
 leather Work and Braiding Beginning Sculpture 
 Contemporary Jewelry       Mecram'e 
 Enameling  Other  
twa COURSES mu MU I ONCI a MII IOR TIN WOKS 
tUIIION Will Bt APPB0HIMA1HY S40 00 PIUS M»lf RIAIS 
UM 
AOORfSS 
MM 
environmental observance 
as Karth Dav in 1970 
SiOCC the 1970 and 1971 
observances were 
successful. Nelson said 
Karth Week this April can 
serve as an occasion for 
community level 
environmental progress and 
needs and strengthening 
environmental education. 
Nelson said that in an 
election year. Karth Week 
should provide citizens the 
opportunity to assure a 
commitment to 
environmental action in 
l»ilitir.il party platforms and 
in the programs of 
candidates for public office. 
Sixty-nine senators and 
more than 100 house 
members co-sponsored 
Senator Nelson's Karth 
Week resolution in Congress 
BUY 
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Youngstown, Ohio 
classrooms in Nathan Hale 
Elementary School in Toledo 
were deserted. Only the 
janitor, who was pushing 
dirt into piles in the hallway, 
could hear the Cub Scout 
Pack 163 reciting their Scout 
duty or a Negro chant, a 
Christmas Carol, or 
anything else the troop felt 
like singing 
The Nathan Hale Cub 
Scouts are one of the many 
troops under the supervision 
of University students 
majoring in education. 
Under the direction of the 
Student Education 
Association (SEA), the 
students act as den mothers 
and den fathers for the 
inner-city scouts for one 
hour a week. 
The 35 Cub Scouts in Pack 
163 range in age from eight 
to ten And all seem willing, 
though some not totally 
prepared, to move up the 
ranks to the bobcat badge. 
On his way up the ranks. 
Choppy Water was named 
Denner ol the Day and his 
duty was to keep the rest of 
the cubs in line. 
Carol Shone, junior lEd), 
and Joyce Schantz. junior 
(Ed) instructed the boys on 
the methods of packing 
paper bags with newspapers 
and gluing strips of paper 
onto the bags, to prepare for 
the final step, the eventual 
painting of the mask. 
Choppy Water led the boys 
in a question-answer chant 
to keep them busy. 
BUT THE cooperation 
that Choppy Water instilled 
in his den is not always the 
case. 
Across the hall in the other 
den, Earl was beating up 
Vincent:     Stephen    was 
THEBROTHEHSOF 
Alpha Sigma Phi 
WOULD LIKE TO INVITE 
ALL INTERESTED MEN 
TO AN 
OPEN HOUSE 
TONIGHT. 
8-10 P.M. 
There's a "new" 
organization coming 
to campus: 
Theta Sigma Phi 
Watch for us!! 
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$100 
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threatening to quit the 
Scouts. Tracy was singing 
•The Little Drummer Boy" 
in the style of the Jackson 
Five and Roger was 
proclaiming his superiority 
to the world 
• Sometimes they are K 
bad that I feel like hanging 
the whole project up," said 
Debbie Brunner, junior 
(Ed), one of the Troop 163 
volunteers 
Mary Neff. junior lEd). 
another volunter, sees it 
differently "Even if you get 
only one boy to do 
something, it all seems 
worthwhile, "shesaid 
According to Rick 
Stadtlander, head of the Cub 
Scouts in the Toledo area, 
they need many more 
education majors who are 
willing to volunteer their 
services to the Cub Scouts. 
He said interested 
students should report to an 
orientation meeting in the 
Capital Room of the Ohio 
Suite. Union, Thursday. Jan 
13 from 7 to 9 p.m 
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CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Wednesday Jan 12  1972 
BGSU Ski Club 6 30pm 115 Ed Bids Prize winning ski 
lilm   Mobieus Klip    Kree and open toiopublu 
A»s«x-iationufChildh(«dKducalion Ohio Suite I'nion 6 30 
7 30pm There will be a children s panel with children from 
grades 1-6 Key pictures will also be taken 
Royal Green Information Ni((hi While Dogwood Suite 
Union. 7 30pm Open to all interested freshmen and 
sophomore women 
Blond girl commuter with rd 
VW & blk inter A mGer an 
elkhound 1 mom works for 
L'mv Call 2 4949 
Congrats Sylvia on vour 
daztling Christmas present 
from Ed' Alpha Phis 
MARY A BILL Congrats on 
your engagement Were 
next Barb & T Ward 
ARE \oi  A SCREAMER 
I'oul at the doors ol the 
TEKE IVUM' Wednesdax '- 
SandbeaTeke LntleSis 
Betj thanks tor(he   jovlul 
tea  AplhaChithnegas 
1'ongratuUiions Linda B  on 
\our candle p,i>^mg SI>UM- 
ol Alpha Chi Omega 
Contract bridge lessons begin tonight promptly at 7 00 in 
Ihe Wayne-Parnson Room. Union for those who have 
enrolled in the Union Activities Office 
World Student Assoc 7pm 17 Williams basement 
International Lounge All inleresled American and foreign 
students invited to attend 
DON T     EORC.ET E\ EHV 
WEDMTE3for latlheCI 
Congratulations   PAULA   & 
WAYNE        on vour 
ENGAGEMENT That s one 
down   two to go   Nance \ 
Kn 
Biology Dept 4pm 112 Life Science Bldg Mr James 
Rebsiock. Dim-tor. International Operations. Pitman 
Moore Pharmaceuticals, will speak on New 
Developments on International Scene" 
University Karate Club   7-9pm. Grand Ballroom   Union 
Jan   13  Come and see black and brown bells in action 
Bojird   breaking   cement   smashed,   free   fighting,   sell 
defense techniques & registration info 
 3   - 
Rock        on Susan' 
Congratulations on \our 
engagement to Lou-The Phis 
Mai' you re losing your 
PRESIDENCY    but  you rt 
gaming a PUSBAND 
Congratulations and all our 
best wishes' Mart andJudv 
B1KN\E\IX> Claudia It s 
great to ha\e\ou back Pope 
yvj -lav here Gamma Phi 
Love .our little \ ickx 
Ct»n^iatulaiions to the new 
Aplha     Phi     officers the 
pledge> 
Phi DHta Theta Open HoilM 
Wed Jan I.V T iWpni 8 30pm 
Kind «>ut what the greeks 
system has to offer vou' 
19*9 Chnsler Stmia low 
mileage Al cond Call V>2 
1433 28 mile per gal 
Mobile home Uvp$> In Tr 
Cl e\ cond $3600 or best 
offer 3S2-6834 or ttS TIM 
alter 4pm 
19SD Smoker mobile h.une 
tii>,>d tor married couple 
i.ood price Already on 
prime lot Call3M4ltt 
l   K    rmtf  needed |5* 
close to campus 9M-379I 
nu 
Wanted apt attic cellar tor 
I »one> person starting ne\i 
Sept Call Jim 3624>22* 
LOST AND POUND 
LOST Aqua mohair mitten 
if found, call Sue 2 1Z3S 
MDtt 
Wanted Ride to Woostet 
area Jan 14 or IS Will pav 
Call Gloria 3T2&467 
9-5 353 4484 
2 attractive women needed 
to learn and leach makeup 
techniques Pave lun and 
make monev too Subsidiary 
of General Foods Corp For 
personal interview call 354 
8542 after 5 pm 
PERSONALS 
B J & GORD Congrats on 
the ring Barbara Ann & T 
Ward 
DONT FORGETEVFHN 
WEDN|TE3forlallheC! 
Congratulations to the new 
Alpha     Phi    Officers the 
pledges 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
AKC Pembroke Welsh Corgi 
dogs for sale Champion 
blood lines t» mo old Call 
82-7711 
2 F rmmtes needed spr and 
sum qtrcheap-352-6418 after 
M r-mte i room apt t~b mo 
354 3302 
Respon rmtf io share apt 
$50 mo call Jim .152-4342 
2 bdrm apl-l block Irom 
campus 175 mo Call 352 
f.200 
Meal coupons-sale prue 
Ride needed lo O S U I 14 
72 Call 2 1014 
2 ruies needed lo Oilord Jan 
14 Call 2-1059 
Swedish lessons  82 an h.mr 
3529224  
Wanted    Any   car  1100  or 
under call 2 4620or 2-1643 
Congrats l>ebbie Pickel on 
your lavalienng-your KD 
sislers 
B J ft 11 DO- We think we 
hear an ENGAC.EMKNT 
RING Congratf- Little 
and other Pi s 
PELP WANTED 
Waitress  wanted    Appl\   in 
person Pagliai s Puxa 
Disroteque Dawer> wanted 
part or full lime 85 per hr 
and up Must be 18 yrs of 
age Inquire l'olkda\ Inn 
Sun Jan Itvth 3 7pm Asa (or 
MissBogart 
Coed to live in home for babv 
sitting & light house work in 
exchange for room 1 board 
2nd or 3rd qtr 
TratvportatMin needed   Call 
DONT     EORGETKVERV 
WED NITE 3 for latlheCI 
...a  
Free Fridays' Like lo skC 
Call   3527387   evening'   for 
share trip to Mt Brighton 
DU s-We were reallv 
rocking and rolling at ihc 
party Sat Thanks for .. 
skating good tinte-KD s 
Bruce 500 watt gun amp 
incl 215 JBL and 2 horns 
must sell 1450 IB94HS after 
6 
Kof Sale 2 snow tires on 
Corvair nm> Good 
condition 352-5925 
1969 Forecast tvpewnter L 
case standard sue. Pica 
type minimal use 3l»mch 
dial, make offer Phone 352 
4424 afler 5pm 
2 bdrm house trailer toi rent 
close to Universit.   ph ;l54 
5625 
Men rooms a. co>>king o- 
8241 
Free rent Falcon Sq Apis I- 
2 bdrm Call Steve Messina 
352-5334 after 5 
M r-mte. immediate 
occupancv Greenview. call 
Jim 354 1283 
Alpha Delia Pi art***.   Pa- 
Pa We fooled you The Dirty 
Datd 
UK     Stereo    cv»mp 
AM KMtl70 3M-O8&4 
with 
Wanted- I man io sublease in 
a 4 man apt 860 mo call 352- 
5056 
BEYOND TPE 
ORDINARY ON COLD 
UlNTEH DAYS hot lea is 
served at TPE WORKING 
■•AND CRAFT CENTER 
while vim buv CUSTOM 
ENGAGEMENT RINGS bv 
PPILIP MORTON or 
am thing else 515 Conneaut 
Ave Parking in back-free 
Nil iitftrr - 
Phi (Vila Thela Open Pousv 
Wed Jan 12-7 00-a -10pm 
Come, and make some 
fnend,s ihve Man is No 
Man 
Confucious   say    SUE    \ 
C P I P   What   more  irnuld 
you     want    but     Nineteen 
Nefarious    Pledges      U*««r 
times TheN N 
lt>speed bike lor sale Good 
^•dilion call Steve 2-4#20 
Minolta SRT I0I 35mm 
cam lncl case call Joe at I- 
3268 
For   rent  an  apt 
campus 353 9084 
F   rmte   needed   spr    qir 
contact alter 5 352 5567 
•«• YW Bug. sunroof good 
tires nwnv extras $1400 352- 
6276 
65 Crovair 110. 4 speed runs 
good $195 Ph 686 3526 
Need 1-2 girls to share nice 
house 3 bdrm. basement 
37 50 mo 353-2074 
1 F male rornmate needed 
$50 a month Close to 
campus call 354*042 
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Where have all the concerts gone? 
Where has the concert 
featuring the well-known 
currently popular group 
been on this campus so far 
this year? 
There are many reasons 
why there was not a concert 
featuring a major group last 
fall ranging from an 
unsteady concert market to 
money, to the acts 
themselves, to facilities for 
presenting concerts to the 
make-up and attitudes ol the 
student body 
According to Jerry 
Martin program director 
for I'nion Activities 
Organization lUAO). there 
are plans tor a major 
concert in the winter, 
probably around Mardi Gras 
in Februarv and another 
concert in the spring 
These plans have not yet 
been finalized. 
One problem Martin said 
he faces in trying to book a 
major act on campus is the 
fact that "there's no 
outstanding name group 
anvmore " 
THE UNIVERSITY also 
has already had many of the 
acts which are currently on 
the concert circuit, some of 
them before they were 
really well known. Martin 
said 
"We had Chicago before 
they were well known and 
the Fifth Dimension while 
they were on their way up." 
he said 
Other problems Martin 
encounters in trying to 
schedule and match dates 
with various groups are 
bevond his control 
Pe said several major acts 
are out of the country 
Chicago is booked for 
concerts until July, and 
Grace Slick of the Jefferson 
Airplane will not travel 
during winter, so the group 
does not do concerts 
Other groups like Crosby. 
Stills. Nash & Young or 
Simon and Garfunkle. who 
became well known on the 
college circuit arc now doing 
sludio recoruing almost 
eidttlvely Martin said 
Carole King is pregnant and 
no longer traveling 
According to Martin some 
groups have simply priced 
themselves out of the 
market asking as much as 
$25,000. plus $2,000 lor 
expenses The promoter also 
has to pay for an opening act 
for the concert. 
"Memorial I'all won't 
produce that kind of money 
at reasonable student ticket 
prices." Martin said 
THE SPACE PROBLEM 
is a very real one for Martin 
Performance room is very 
short on campus, because 
the Main Auditorium is tied 
up with speech and theater 
and the Grand Ballroom is 
booked with so many events 
Martin said he has trouble 
finding space in the I'nion 
even though he works there 
I'e said he would like to 
see a Performing Arts 
Center built on campus to 
lake the strain off the 
present facilities 
Molding concerts in 
Memorial     I'all    is    an 
Committee picks campus flicks 
imposition on the athletic 
department. according to 
Martin and each concert 
must start from scratch with 
staging and lights 
Memorial I'all is also not 
accoustically built for 
concerts and much of the 
sound from a group is lost 
because of where they have 
to perform 
The various tastes of the 
student body itself has 
created another problem 
Martin said that although 
certain artists appeal to 
certain groups on campus, 
the individual groups of 
students are not large 
enough to support a 
successful concert 
THE LAST CONCERT on 
this campus lo sell out was 
Three    Dog    Night,    who 
performed at t'omecoming 
1969 The money made on 
the concert was put back 
into more concerts, but the 
majority of concerts here 
lose money. Martin said 
"So ollen in programming 
we have to count the number 
of heads bobbing in the 
crowd" which makes it 
difficult to oroeram events 
for a campus of this size, he 
said 
It is also hard to get 
students to accept 
entertainment they don't 
already know The problem 
with promoting the John 
Sebastion concert last fall 
was die fact that he was not 
already   presold by Madison 
Ave." and even though it 
was I'omecoming the 
concert did not sell out. 
Martin said he would like 
to gel to the point where 
students will think that if 
1 'Ail puts on an event, it is 
worth the money charged. 
"So often students won't 
lake a chance,    he said. 
Movies selected in spring 
It I a Knday or Saturday 
nighi Students siand in line 
lo show their IDs maybe 
pay a dollar and pass 
through the doors maybe 
into Main Auditorium 
maybe into one ol the Malh- 
Scienec lecture halls 
If they re in Main 
Auditorium ihey try to find 
seats where no one can sit in 
front ol ihem so ihev can see 
the screen, settle down and 
wait for the lights to dim and 
Ihe 'no smoking'' 
announcement lo be made 
and Ihe campus movies have 
started 
Campus movies have been 
a popular form of free or 
cheap entertainment for 
quite a while But where do 
the movies the campus sees 
Jerry Martin (left) with Paul Bruggeman, 
Weekend 
Hicks 
Paul     Morrisey's    film. 
Trash." is being presented 
Thursday through Saturday 
at 7 and 9pm   by Middle 
Class Youth 
L'AO Campus Movies will 
be The Damned. Friday 
at 6.30 p.m. and Saturday at 
8 30 p m and the 
Chairman." Friday at 8 30 
pm and Saturday al 630 
pm The films are free with 
an ID and will be shown in 
the Main Auditorium 
come from and how are they 
chosen-1 
The process of chosing 
movies is performed by the 
Campus Movie Committee 
of I'AO. according to Jerry 
Martin. I MI program 
director. 
THE COMMITTEE which 
consists of 12-16 students 
will meet this spring to go 
through many catalogues of 
movies available for next 
year. Martin said 
They pick enough films to 
fill Ihe dates which are open 
and find out where (hey can 
be shown on those dales 
Then    the   committee 
contacts the film companies 
to see if they can gel the 
films Ihey want on the dates 
they want, lie said 
According lo Martin, the 
choice is made in Ihe spring 
in order lo get bids for films 
in early and to make any 
adjustments necessary in 
the schedule before the fall 
quarter begins 
This year spots in the 
calendar were left open in 
order to pick up other films 
which might become 
available during the year 
Martin said lhal films are 
not available to campuses 
for 18 months after their 
release, in order to protect 
the commercial movie 
houses Irom competition 
THE CAMPUS movie 
program is an expensive one 
lo produce. Marlin said. A 
film can cost $200-$300 for 
'.he  first  performance and 
half that cost for every 
showing after (hat 
Marlin said there is also 
overhead involved in 
showing the film, because 
there are two projectionists 
and four ushers who must be 
paid, as well as the 
transportation cost of the 
film 
Two years ago Warner 
Bros started a college 
program, which offered 
better films to the college 
market They were run last 
year as Ihe Campus 
Showcase and there was a 
charge. Martin said 
The Graduate" was the 
first film for which there 
was a charge because it COM 
so much money lo run, he 
said. 
According to Martin, some 
of the expense of the film 
program is being offset this 
year with Ihe better quality 
films for which there is a 
charge, but free films are 
still intersperced in Ihe 
program and will be 
featured this weekend 
We can give students C or 
R rated movies for free if 
that s what they want," he 
said 
FOOTLIGHTS 
by Gale Bogle 
Union 
Activities 
Newafcota fcy M««y Imam 
The UAO office is the center of much of the entertainment 
activity on campus. Scott Gardner, junior (A&S) and Gail 
Hamilton, senior (A&S) sit before the ever present reminder 
on the wall of where they are. 
24 frames a second 
Atheist 
Ms Madeline Murray 
O'l'air will be heard on 
Ihe air live from 
Austin Texas over 
WBGl'-FM at midnight 
The program is Free- 
Fire Zone and 
telephone lines will be 
open to Ihe public lor 
discussion    with    Ms 
II Pair     The telephone 
number is 372-2128 
Theater 
tryouts 
Tryouts for 
Mandragola' " 
musical version of 
Machiavelli's Italian 
rennaisance comedy are 
open to all students 
tonight at 7 p in in 202 
Music Bldg and 305. 306 
University Pall 
Trash 
By Mike Marsden 
II seems beyond question 
thai there is a culture lag 
between the East Coast and 
the Midwest, but Middle 
Class Youth has done its part 
to reduce that lag by 
bringing the 1970 Paul 
Morrisey film. "Trash." to 
the University, starling 
tomorrow 
While the film was backed 
by Andy Warhol and contains 
evidence aplenty of his 
influence, he was olf 
experimenting with video 
tapes while it was being 
filmed. I Warhol changes 
media like most people 
change their clothes, l 
The theme of this far-out 
flick is that one person's 
garbage is another person's 
furniture, both literally and 
figuratively. The main 
character. Joe. is a junkie 
who lives wih female 
impersonator, Polly. 
HIS   PROBLEM   IS   thai 
while in  the  past  he was 
considered to be dynamite 
with women, now lhat he is 
on drugs he jusl can't make 
it; at least this is his prob- 
lem as other people see it. 
Pis incredible roommate 
collects garbage which 
he/she transforms into 
useful trappings lor their 
home, while Joe scrounges 
around trying lo raise funds 
for another fix. 
About her most recent 
acquislion. a bathroom sink 
couch. Polly says. "I found 
it in front of a church, so it 
must be good-those nuns 
don't buy anything that's 
cheap." 
Joe movesfromonewoman 
to another in search of 
support: from an 
exhibitionist who tries in 
vain to turn him on; to a rich 
swinger who gets high 
watching him shoot up; and. 
finally, to a married woman, 
played well by Jane Forth, 
who wants to be raped 
instead of robbed 
She and her husband take 
Joe in. bathe him and make 
him comfortable so they can 
get their thrills watching 
him shoot up. Joe becomes a 
resident    side-show     freak 
until they throw him out 
THE SCENES OF Joe 
shooting it up, painful and 
drawn out, are separated by- 
scenes of often clever and, at 
times, truly funny dialogue 
In Joe's world, life is upside 
down, and maybe he is the 
only honest one in the world 
we are shown. 
The film lakes us down 
about as far as any film in 
my experience has. and 
brings us back up gradually 
through the use of dramatic 
irony. Polly and Joe agree to 
lake in Ihe soon-to-be-born 
child of Polly's sister so they 
can go back on welfare and 
be "respectable" again 
Fascinated by Polly's 
1930-ish shoes which Polly 
found in someone's garbage. 
Joe bargins their welfare 
check for Ihe shoes To 
Joe's surprise. Polly refuses 
to give up the silver shoes 
There is a limit to whal 
Polly will accept, as Joe 
finds out when he tries to 
make it with Polly's eight- 
month pregnant sister, it is 
jusl too much for the drug 
pushing,     child     seducing 
Polly 
In contrast lo a number of 
Warhol Films, for example. 
"Chelsea Girls." or 
"Sleep.'' Ihe dialogue is 
intelligible and the hand-held 
photography. though 
occasionally out of focus, is 
good and even, at limes, 
brilliant 
BUT THE FILM'S final 
assertion, contrary lo Joe's 
reasoning, is that human 
beings are nol animals The 
lobster trap in the middle of 
Joe's and Polly's room has 
been transformed into a 
useful coffee table just as 
Ihe relationship between Joe 
and Polly is transformed 
into a human one 
The   real   problem   with 
Trash is that it has so 
many downs getting up is 
very painful and is never 
quite accomplished In a 
film like Trash ' sex can 
only be seen as a metaphor 
for life ilsell And whether 
we like it or not. Trash, an 
important film in 1970. is still 
an important film in 1972 
EVERY THURSDAY 
IS STUDENT NIGHT 
$1.00 
CM •!   >10. Sal Sun al 7 10 
Big Jake a legend ol a 
man A man who (ought his 
way through hell to save a 
gianilson he had never seen 
String Quartet features 
electrified instruments 
GO 
.      >  ' ... \* ■ *, 
(vt at 9 20 Sal Sun at b 10.9 20 
Steve McQueen fakes you lor 
a drive in the country The 
country is France The Drive 
sat 200MPH" 
String 
Quartet 
rm&*mftft¥tQO Ivy Mewty Ivix 
The Bowling Green Siring Quartet is now rehearsing for the Faculty Concert 
Series Sunday night. The group will perform the only composition written for 
electric violins and violas. 
The only composition ever 
written for electric violins 
and violas will be performed 
by the Bowling Green String 
Quartet at its concert 
Sunday night 
The selection is "Black 
Angels lor Electric String 
Quartet." by American 
composer George Crumb 
Sunday s concert, which is 
Iree and open to the public, 
will be at 8 15 pm in the 
Recital Pall of the School of 
Music 
The Quartet members, all 
artists m-residencc in the 
University School ol Music 
feel thai ihey have an 
obligation to 20th century 
composers and their 
colleagues 
For thai reason, ihey have 
added the new sound, 
including the electric 
instruments, to their 
program lhat is unlike any 
other    quartet's     in     the 
country 
Traditional classical 
works by Paydn. Beethoven 
and others will still be on the 
program and played in Ihe 
style thai has won the 
Quartet high reviews 
throughout the United States 
and F.urope 
While the use of electric 
instruments may be 
shocking to some string 
quartet traditionalists, first 
violinist Paul Makara feels 
(he Quartet has not 
overstepped Ihe boundaries 
olseriousness 
"What we've done is to 
introduce a new dimension 
to our work We are 
dedicated musicians, 
interested only in playing 
line music The piece was 
selected with thai thought in 
mind." Makara said 
In addition to       Makara. 
other Quartet members arc 
Bernard Linden, viola. 
Young Nam Kim, violin, and 
Peter Howard, cello 
Black Angels 
represents the composer's 
feelings ol cointetiiporary 
darkness and Strife and 
makes use ol a variety of 
other musical Instruments 
such as maracas and even a 
gong During the piece. 
Quartet members will 
whisper, chant and 
sometimes shout as ihey 
play 
Each image of Black 
Angels carries its own 
specific sound and title such 
as Sounds ol Bones and 
Flutes. Devil Music. Night 
o( the Electric Insects and 
God Music The latter piece 
is one o( the most unusual 
requiring three members of 
Ihe Quartet to sound notes by 
drawing their bows over Ihe 
rims of glasses 
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Suspended Herd may get back in MAC 
COLUMBUS (API- 
Although league officials 
remain non-romiltal. the 
Aisoeiated Press has 
learned that Marshall 
University will be reinstated 
to the MidAmerican 
Conference this year. 
Marshall, a West Virginia 
state-supported school at 
I'untington. was suspended 
indefinitely from the MAC in 
July. 1969. for more than 200 
Ice chips 
recruiting violations. 
The Council of Presidents, 
governing body of the 
conference, will discuss 
Marshall's reinstatement at 
a meeting here Friday Feb 
II The council, however, is 
expected to wait until May to 
approve Marshall 
IF THE Thundering Herd 
is taken back. Marshall will 
probably     resume     Mid- 
American competition in all 
sports with the 1972-73 school 
year 
Despite its suspension 
Marshall has continued to 
play most MAC schools, 
which would make it a 
simple transition back to 
league status for the 
Thundering Herd 
Marshall's readmission 
will give the MAC nine 
members, its largest 
number in its 26 year hisory 
CENTRAL    MICHIGAN 
and Eastern Michigan were 
approved as new members 
in July. 1970. joining Ohio 
University. Bowling Green. 
Toledo. Kent State. Miami 
and Western Michigan. 
Miami President Dr. 
Phillip Shriver. head of the 
Council of Presidents, and 
MAC Commissioner Fred 
Jacoby told Marshall 
officials they could reapply 
after visiting the campus 
last summer. 
Marshall President John 
Barker, announcing a bid for 
reinstatement last week, 
said the school had seriously 
A streak ends Big men finally 
for 'Mr. Nice Guy'   dominate in frosh 
win over Michigan By Fred R. Ortllp Assistant Sports Editor 
While Bowling Green's hoc-key team started a meager two 
game winning streak by sweeping the Ohio U Bobcats in 
Athens last weekend, steady winger Pete Badour had a 
phenomenal personal streak halted in the series finale 
Saturday 
When the referee blew his whistle at 4.30 of the second 
period. Badour found himself in a place totally unfamiliar to 
him-the penalty box 
The 5 11". 175-pound junior winger from Sarnia. Ont . had 
compiled a skein of 2.839:09 consecutive penalty-free 
minutes of hockey working back to Feb. 28. 1970. Badour. 
known as Mr Nice (luy lor his honest play on the ice. 
played in 46 straight games without an inlraction 
"IT WAS A delayed call." said Pete who was tooted for 
holding All 1 did was check the guy into the boards then get 
the puck and the whistle blew I didn't think I did anything It 
was a funny feeling being on the other side of the ice for a 
change." he admitted 
There were a million' times I thought I might have been 
caught but wasn't." he went on There's a lot of tripping 
and holding you can gel caught for It just depends on the ref 
I guess I was lucky " 
While Petes penalty-less streak is gone, he's still got 
another one going 
"WHAT STREAK is that'' queried Pete when I asked him 
about it. 
' You've plaved in 70consecutive games." I reminded him. 
Who. I have"' he bellowed incredulously "111 be darn. 
That's a new one ' 
Pete has no secret formula for hanging in there for so 
long, he just goes out and plays "I've just been lucky. I 
guess I don't get hit that hard 
Speaking ol penally streaks. Mike Hartley also had a 
smaller one snapped against Ohio Friday   He had gone 
only 1.270 07 without a whistle spanning 21 straight 
games His last penally was Feb 13. 1971 
CO-SCORING LEADER (ivies after last weekend has 
struck at least once in his last nine games He's marked in 15 
ol BG s 16 games, only to be stopped by Don Cults of RPI 
.Nov 26 That was the night Charlie had 11 shots on net and 
raised his stick twice when he thought he had scored 
On the season the Falcon defenseman. called "the Bobbv 
Orr ol ur team by coach Jack Vivian, has been on the ice for 
60 goals McCosh hail been on for 45 and Gerry Bradburv 
40 
Bobcat coach John McConib said his team had to stay out 
ol the penallv box-a popular place with them-to win But 
Ohio couldn't resist temptation and was whistled 26 times for 
60 minutes And Bowling Green cashed in on six power play 
goals 
McCOMB SAID HE thought the Central Collegiate champs 
could lose two or three games and still win He had this 
prediction BO will split with Ohio State this weekend and 
with Si I.OUIS the next 
Coach Vivian is thankful he's got a guy like Terry 
Mtskolczi. the junior net minder who got his hrsl start in 
better than a month last Friday and beat Ohio. 5-2 
Terry really held us in there in that first period, said 
Vivian    They outshot us. 19-7 but the score was only II 
"TERRY'S A REAL conscientious kid. remarked the BG 
mentor He kept lumsell sharp in practice during the period 
he didn I play and it paid off for us ' 
Vivian isn't sure who he II start against Ohio Stale this 
weekend after no 1 man Don Boyd had a poor night 
Saturday The Falcon mentor savs he'll take the two who 
have the best week ol practice but he also might recall Haul 
Galaski s gulsv perlormance at Columbus last season when 
BG won in the final minute 
Galaski. the veteran senior, was relegated to the bench 
when he played poorly against RPI Since then Boyd has 
come into his own and Vivian s scenario of alternating 
Miskolc i\ and Galaski was discarded 
WHILE GALASKI did some lerrif lie net work at Columbus 
in that 3-2 win late last season he was in mid-season lorm It 
might be a gamble to insert Galaski now but then Vivian has 
been known to do just that. 
If you'll recall he gave rookie Boyd his first varsity chance 
against Lake Superior State in early December, a team you 
don t start a rookie against without suffering the 
consequences But that gamble paid oil It II be interesting 
to see who Jack picks to mind BG's nets against the 
Buckeyes. 
Speaking of Buckeyes, word is out thai Saturday s game 
with the gentlemen from Columbus is already .sold out And 
well.. does anyone know where I can gel a ticket'' 
By Keaay While 
Sports Writer 
In the post-game analysis 
of the great team effort last 
Saturday, freshman Coach 
Ivory Susberry took time out 
from working his team to 
tell why the victory was so 
important Standing on the 
sidelines at "Haley's House 
of Thrills", the spunky coach 
was still smiling over his 
team's 34 point victory 
against Lake Michigan J.C. 
last Saturday night. 
"That game marked the 
first time the three big men 
were in double figures in 
rebounds." Suesberry said. 
The three intimidators were 
constantly going to both 
boards throughout the game. 
The freshmen dominated the 
boards by taking 68 rebounds 
to Lake Michigan's 49 
Skip Howard was in 
complete    control    as    he 
KTEBADOUR 
Friendly Falcon 
Got your 
tickets? 
Planning lo catch the 
hockey Falcons square 
off with Ohio Stale's 
Backeyes this Saturday 
al the Ice Arena but you 
don't have your tickets 
yet? 
Better try the campus 
flick. As of yesterday 
alleraooa, all available 
tickets lor the big CCHA 
battle between BG aad 
OSU are tola oat. 
The aext ehaaee you'll 
have to see the high 
flyiag Falcons at home 
wUI be Jaa. »-» when 
Lake Forest invades the 
Arena Tickets lor that 
battle (a oa sale Jaa. 24. 
Alter lall weekend 
Bowling Greea travels 
to St. Leal* for a fit ol 
CCHA garnet before 
retailing home 
gathered in 14 rebounds 
before fouling out in the last 
period When Howard got 
into foul trouble in the 
second period. Cornelius 
Cash and Ron Weber started 
picking up the slack and did 
a commendable job in 
controlling the fiberglass 
frames Cash and Weber 
snatched 13 and II rebounds 
respectively, as the 
freshmen had unlimited ball 
control. 
"THE FORWARDS and 
center have to rebound for 
us, if we are to be effective," 
Suesberry added. This is 
why the team was getting 
two and three shots at their 
own basket and yet still they 
were holding Lake Michigan 
to one shot. Suesberry did 
emphasize that the three big 
men played together. 
When asked to comment 
on the overall play of the 
stingy three, Suesberry had 
high praise for Howard The 
6 I" Howard was skying to 
unlimited heights off the 
floor The most satisfying 
work he did was block four 
shots, the kind of 
intimidation can really 
rattle a team 
Weber was praised for his 
steady movement when he 
didn't have the ball Hustle 
such as this, got him more 
open shots and good position 
under the boards Last of all. 
Cash "The Magician ", 
played a good game at both 
ends of the court He went to 
the boards when he had to 
and finished the night 
without one foul called on 
him | pretty good evening's 
work. 
SUESBERRY also gave 
credit to the steadv guard 
play ol Jeff Montgomery and 
Dick Dead Eye Selgo The 
two sharpshooters have been 
the keystone in the Falcons' 
attack Both have performed 
brillantly at both ends of the 
court 
Women's 
sports 
The Bowling Green 
women's volleyball "A" and 
"B" teams both swept past 
Kent State last weekend 
The "A" team, led by Cathy 
Jensn won the first three 
games of the best three of 
five series 
The "B team led by 
Jackie Uran also won the 
first three games ol a best of 
five contest 
The team still has two 
matches remaining against 
Toledo and the Baldwin 
Wallace Invitional 
Tournament They will use 
these two encounters to 
prepare for the state 
tournament at Ohio 
University to be held in two 
weeks 
The women's lencing team 
was also victorious over the 
weekend beating Oberlin 
College six bouts to three. 
BG was led by Helen Krossy 
and JudyLaubersheimwewho 
were 3-0 
Oberlin had 30 touches 
while Bowling Green had 
only 17 
The fencers next match 
will be against Cornell 
University next Tuesday in 
the Women's Building South 
Gym 
considered other 
conferences but "found the 
MAC most desireable" in 
terms of distance and 
financial terms " 
JACOBY.     BEFORE 
leaving for Hollywood. Fla . 
would neither confirm or 
deny Marshall's 
reinstatement. 
"We're pleased they are 
reapplying It's on the 
president's agenda in 
February We expect a 
decision bv the end of the 
academic     year."    Jacoby 
said. 
The presidents are 
expected to appoint a 
committee to visit Marshall 
and report back to the 
council's May meeting, 
which probably will be held 
during the conference's 
spring sports carnival in 
Toledo 
"IT'S PRETTY much cut 
and dried that Marshall will 
be back." said one source, 
"but the presidents want to 
be 100 per cent sure " 
Marshall was suspended 
solely for recruiting 
violations, but the scnooi 
also has made big 
improvements in its once- 
lacking athletic facilities 
The university has 
purchased Fairf ield Stadium 
from the county and spent 
more than $1 million 
enlarging K from 12.000 to 
17,500 seats, installing 
artificial turf and building a 
new press box and locker 
rooms 
Marshall also has a 
consulting firm designing a 
new athletic complex that 
would include an ll.SOO-seat 
basketball arena 
CENTRAL    MICHIGAN 
and Eastern Michigan will 
begin MAC competition in 
1972-73. except for 
basketball and football 
because of scheduling 
problems 
The two Michigan schools 
jump into conference 
basketball race in 1973-74 
and football in 1974 or 1975 If 
it works out of a few- 
scheduling difficulties 
Central Michigan could join 
MAC basketball play next 
season, however 
N.wipholo by K.nny Whil. 
COflCfill-      Standout freshman forward Ron Weber 
it a picture of concentration of the foul 
frnft? "n*  a9a'n*'  ioke  Michigan   J.C.   latt 
weekend. 
Words eye view 
Here's vote for 
Thundering Herd 
By Jack Carle 
Sports Editor 
The question of readmitting the .Marshall Thundering Herd 
is being raised again around the Mid-American Conference 
The Thundering Herd was suspended from the MAC in 1969 
but seem to have corrected the situation and have applied 
for reinstatement 
See related story on this page 
The addition of Marshall would help the conference a great 
deal as their football program is coming around after almost 
the entire coaching staff and team was killed in a fatal plane 
crash in 1970 
ALSO THE Thundering Herd basketball program is 
becoming big-time now as they are ranked in the Associated 
Press Top 20 and have played against several top name 
teams this season 
There is a possibility that Marshall could get an 
invitation to either the NCAA or the NIT basketball 
tournaments this season 
The readmission of Marshall would raise the total number 
of MAC members to nine and would also help conference 
prestige in other sports besides football and basketball 
The addition of Marshall could also help make the MAC a 
big time conference something commissioner Fred Jacoby 
said he wanted when he took office last year 
So for the sake of increasing the conference prestige on a 
national level, here's one vote for the readmission of 
Marshall 
ATTENTION 
STUDENTS 
STADIUM VIEW across from Bowling 
(Ireen Stadium is now taking applications 
from mature students for winter quarter. 
You and two or three of your friends can 
live in a beautifully furnished 2 or 3 bed- 
room suite for as little as $85.00 per person. 
See this great value today! 
m 
vis w aPartm°nts 
Campbell Hill Road and Route 6. Bowling Green 
BATES & SPRINGER, Inc. 
MANAGERS: 352-M88 
